Parkhurst

Offer a modern spin on a timeless design with the Parkhurst Collection. Lantern-style metal frames create an airy structure ideal for coastal, farmhouse, and mid-century modern settings. Inside each frame perch smooth, simple light bases ready to offer your home a lovely glow.

FINISHES
- Brushed Nickel - 009
- Matte Black - 031
- Brushed Bronze - 109

THREE-LIGHT FOYER
P500213-009 Brushed Nickel
P500213-031 Matte Black
P500213-109 Brushed Bronze
10-7/8” sq., 19-3/4” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 94”; wire 10’.
Three candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

FOUR-LIGHT FOYER
P500214-009 Brushed Nickel
P500214-031 Matte Black
P500214-109 Brushed Bronze
14-3/8” sq., 24-3/8” ht.
Overall ht. w/chain 99-1/2”; wire 10’.
Four candelabra base lamps, each 60w max.

Perfectly Paired with your Meal

There’s nothing quite like a stylish coach lantern to illuminate a kitchen nook or dining table. The Parkhurst lanterns easily accentuate a Transitional style dining space fit for any dinner party.

All fixtures shown with E470827/JA8 LED lamps, not included.